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Sajette,

marriage, along the winding banks of the ¡name in a public prayer, and invoked God to
Fall-kill. It was an interesting scene. 11 “ smite that wicked man, that hardened sinforgot the beauty of the landscape, mellowed ner, who never prays, that stubborn rebel,
into sweetness by the mild light, of the full that self-righteous pharisee, who stands on
JAMES K. REMICH,
faced moon, as I gazed upon her who had an eminence and has embraced a lie, and is
. OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
wandered to that scene so often. I dwelt up leading multitudes, who entrench themselves
on the incidents of courtship through which behind him, down to hell. G God, send
she had passed, and the correctness of her trouble, anguish, and affliction into his bed
mS<W4MBOÏÏS
conduct. He who was to dance gaily with chamber this night, shake his house over him
FROM THE NEW-YORK MIRROR.
her in life’s journey, or cling together through and cause him to tremble ; Gvd Almighty;
its thorny way, had been an old school fellow shake him over hell.”
of mine. He "had stood aloof for a longtime
LOT GO.
Such is the blasphemy which is perpetra
That sweet simple poet of nature, Burns, from female society, only waiting for one to ted under the name of religion. Such the di
has in the commencement of his published whom he' could make honorable advances, abolical means employed to bring about what
correspondence, given two or three letters, when he became acquainted with Lucy Gay. is called, as if in impious mockery, a “ revi
written by himself, in the young days of love, With them acquaintance soon ripened into val of religion.”
It i? but an act of justice to say that the ewhen the bright beams of his fancy went attachment, and they were married.
If there is now a happy couple in the vil normities here described are net sanctioned
abroad to revel in the sunlight of poetry.—
nor approved by the most enlightened ortho
Woman was then the spell to which he tuned lage of Mid Gotham, it is they.
I intended to convey a moral with my sto dox of New-England. They ^deplore these
his harp, and touched as it was, by her fairy
wand, the music that it discoursed was most ry. This much may be learned. When hideous excesses, and regard them, as all ra
eloquent. It was under the influence of an you wish to become a suitor* choose a proper tional observers must regard them, as a mor
almost hopeless attachment, that these let opportunity and tell your mistress of it can al pestilence, withering and destroying every
ters were commenced, and the last ofre was didly. Then, if you are accepted you need impulse of benevolence, ever, emotion of pi
written after he had received an answer from never fear opposition; that is, if the lady ety, and making religion itself appear loath
Franklin Post.
his mistress, which contained a refusal of his acts as honorable a part as you do. Then some and infectious.
hand. Burns was ever a lover ; from the too you destroy the power of a coquette.
You
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visit,
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If man would reati, how
sally display-1
breathings,. his poetry was of a much milder > ^rough what you believe a courtship, and ed is the lesson of his mortality. Every ob
U Gricv of a brighter hue when 10 t‘lc end, when you seriously address her, ject he beholds or contemplate presents him
beaut,r was his theme. But he, with genius, she laugh in your face. Put not y^tjr- peace with some: memento of it: tlie' /rand astd the
capable as it was of stealing us away from ev of mind so much in the power of any one. durable no less than the minute and the fraery thing cold and selfish, and transporting Many a woman will teaze you a little at all gile.—The sun rises & sets—tbe year waxes
us to a home as natural and innocent as that times, unless she properly understands your and wanes—flowers blossom and wither—na
so beautifully portrayed in “ The Cotter’s intentions, and it is her privilege to do so. tions flourish and decay—-and what more
•Sabirijav .Night,” and willing as he was to Ladies to ybu I will merely say—if a gentle pointedly appeals to his attention, those abow down, at the feet of his fair one, still all man addresses, yoti for an unreasonable round him vanish from his sight, “ and the
would n..t obtain a smiling consent, and he length of time, without disclosing to you his mourners go about the streets.” But perhaps
was forced at that time to call, up reason and intentions, either dismiss him or do as Lucy there is no object more prolific of themes for
EGBERT.
subdue passion. 1 have spoken of Burns and Gay did.
contemplation—more creative of those asso
these letters, because on the one hand, they
ciations, whose natural atmosphere is the re
aj’e written in the natural and easy language
flective mind, than the remains of former
HOLY ALLIANCE.
of thç author ; on the other, tbe sentiments
strength and grandure. How interesting
We have seen a small pamphlet of about and how instructive is the massive pile,
are such as would flow f ’om a heart where
honor presided. Let young lovers pursue one hundred pages, recently published in which seeming to have been dedicated to eUtica, N. Y. entitled “ A Bunker Hill Con- ternity, has survived for a few centuries the
them.
There winds through the green meadows ‘ test, A. D. 1826, between the Holy Alliance frail creatures who reared it, but is at length
that spread themselves out in beauty around for the establishment of hierarchy, and ec sternly and reluctantly yielding to the uthe village of Mid Gotham, a silvery creek, clesiastical domination of the human -mind, niversal law. Every ivied pinnacle—every
which has been termed in the poetic lan on the one side ; and thè assertors of free in moss-grown turret, is instinct with moral
guage of lovers, the Fall kill. Many,a bright quiry, Bible Religion, Christian freedorh and ity.—How.we repeople it with the char
eve has gazed with pleasure on its waters, civil liberty, on the other.” Its author is E- acters .of history, or if history be silent,
as it danced along in murmuring sweet phraim Perkins, who announces himself in what hosts are called into existence by the
ness, over the pebbles, or slept in silence his preface to be a plain farmer ofiTrenton, wand oftheiIUrt51lIdlluU!
imagination; How they seem to
in the calm pooh But there was none that N. Y. The object of the publication is to ex- I flit around
-- 2 „„ us—the
----- creatures
of other days,
wandered there so often, to drink in the press the extraordinary proceedings of some arrayed in the garb, and discoursing the lan
calm richness of the summer evening, or to of the leaders in the great “ revival,” as it is guage of our remote forefathers. What re
allow fancy, to play so wildly like the waters, technically called which has lately been got flections crowd upon the mind, as it wanders
up -n Oneida county, and of. which our read into the misty andobseure-regtbns of the past,
as Lucy Gay.
My heroine, smiling in beauty and inno ers have heard something. Mr. Perkins ap peopled with beings, as ambitious, as blind,
cence, was never alone when she rambled pears to be a sensible, judicious man ; a firm as“ wrapped in immortality” as the present
out to her favorite spot, where the creek, af and intelligent advocate of liberty of opinion, generation, but who are now,—what the
ter its various meandering through the mead and pledges himseff for the truth of the state present generation shall shortly be !
ow is. formêd by thé hand of art into a small ments contained in fiis pamphlet.
lake on the brow of a hill, but from which
We had before heard much, by report, re
The time has come, when men must have
its waters escape over the rocks, and foam specting this celebrated “ revival,” and were
and tumble along until they pay their tribute disposed to make considerable allowance for the truth, and the whole truth ; and they
into the broad bosom of the Hudson.
the exaggeration which usually accompanies ought to have it. The old notion that there
To a young girl just budding into life ; rich the report of transactions of this nature. But may be one belief for the multitude, and an
in every charm that floats in wild and play we confess that in this case the half had not other for the initiated, now seems to be more
ful Aeauty around her form ; who has a smile been told us. It has never been our lot to glaringly false and empty man ever, and
K'^this one, aWl a laugh for tLot -, wfen. finds hear i» modern times of such an othser in- ! should be indignantly disowned by every
O'-e si’igfle. •
v; conviction
t.i iv. is an enjoyment in th5 company <4 ’ixaitóv ni the )>owér of igh^rufK^. éftid wrati- : h.-vx st
i should tax. its. ion ■'
_
the other sex which her own cannot af cisrh over human weakness and credulity.
ford; and who has around her many appar
The principal leader in this “ revival” is I1 counsell ’>r of all our exertiunfe; the convicently willing to become suitors, there is a Charles Finney, who five or six years ago be (tion that whatever is most reasonable and
step necessary which in her inexperience came a professed convert from infidelity to ■ proper should be attempted and carried
it is almost impossible to take. All carry the belief of Christianity, and in consequence ; through, without even asking the question
towards her the same urbanity in their .man abandoned the study of the law in which be whether it is new or whether it is old,
ners, the same frank and open conduct—and was engaged, and commenced preaching, af whether it makes its appearance for the first
why should she make a preference, or what ter having studied something which he per time to day, or whether it has been acknowl
ground has she to m^ke that preference on ? haps calls divinity, about 2 years, but which edged through a long line of generations. W’e
This was a question which Lucy Gay put is probably more correctly designated in 1 must look steadily to that which is right, and
to herself, but found it .impossible to answer. Peter, iv. 1. if his subsequent conduct has been then we shall no more despise what is old, in
a temper of hasty vanity, nor be haunted by
She had many visitors ; but two young men, the proper result of his studies.
in particular, appeared to single her out as
For about three years he has been employ thp fear of what is new, which of all fears, is
their favorite. She studied the characters ed by the Domestic Missionary Society, in thfc most unworthy of a mind which pretends
of both, and finding herself willing to accept getting up revivals in various quarters. It is to be free, or desires to be just.
JT. A. Review.
either, gave both opportunities for an explan said that he has been remarkably successful
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ation ; yet received none. It was evident to in this business. The process he employs is
her there existed between the two a spirit of thus described in the pamphlet. “ The thun
rivalry, yet it was impossible for her, ders of Sinai, the flaming curses of the law,
under every circumstance to destroy it. At the horrors of the pit, and all the epithets of
length one dropt off; th& other finding that lamentation and despair, are put in requisi
the charm of opposition was gone, discontinu tion by the most consummate skill to produce
ed his visits also. It caused Lucy some mel consternation and dismay in the minds of
ancholy moments when she was left alone. those who attend his meetings.” It is not
She had endeavored to conduct herself prop our design to describe in detail the machinery
erly, and that rectitude of conduct was evi of a “revival” as it exists in New-Yoyk.
dently the cause of her trouble. She dwelt The spirit with which it is got up. and con
upon the circumstance, learned a lesson from ducted will be best illustrated bv the exhibi
it, and formed her resolutions accordingly.
tion of a few facts which are stated in the
As luring as it is to the young of both sexes Pamphlet of Mr. Perkins.
as many real and fancied pleasures as they
At the conclusion of the meeting, the ques
enjOy—as sweet to ramble in evening’s witch tion is put, “ who wishes to be prayed for to
ing hour, listening to the voice of beauty—and night, or who is willing to give up his soul to
powerful as such influence may be, and rich God?” Those who wish to be prayed for
as the enjoyment it creates is to the gay must kneel, and are informed that if tjiey
mind, all these Lucy Gay resolved to forego. rise without giving up their heartsto^God,
—That period of her life had arrived, when their doom will be sealed forever.
she was willing to claim an endearing pro
Finney has sometimes appointed a period
tection from man. The days of conquest and within which a particular personmust be con
trifling coquetry with her were over. She verted or be strade dead.
had always found the bitter mingled with the
An attempt was made to get up a revival in
sweet in those times. It was not long before Trenton, where there is a Unita? an Society.
the resolutions she had formed was put in Im this attempt, says Mr. Perkins, “ they out
execution. There was soon one who singled raged every principle of common decency—
her out as the object of his attention. He violated all the rules of propriety and deco
visited regularly, and his visits were received rum—marred the tranquility of the social
for a proper length of time—still no offer circle—profaned thet sanctuary of filial, pa
ca.ne—meet where they would she must ternal, and conjugal affection-broke up the
hang upon his arm—pay him all attention or very foundations of social and Christian or
apparent offence would be given. Lucy Gay der, and hurled the society of Trenton into
then took the step which'women scarcely a state of confusion and agitation, that for a
ever dare take—yet one which will, under time seemed to threaten its inevitable ruin.”
such circumstances, do them credit with the As examples it is said that the Rev. Mr. Nor
virtuous at all times. She asked him the mo ton in one of his sermons said, “ You Unitari
tives of his visits. It came unexpected to be. ans in that gallery, do you hear me ? you
sure. He hung down his head and merely need not think you are going to heaven.”
mentioned company. He was desired to “ You are no more entitled to thè name of
seek it elsewhere, if that was his only object. Christians than the devils in hell.” The same
Lucy talked coolly, sketched to him the sit Mr. Norton said at another time in the pul
uation which conduct like his placed girls. pit to some young persons who had attended
It prohibited them from all other company ; a ball on the fourth of July, “ You lie like
the busy tongue of petty envy was allowed to blocking under God’s chariot wheels.”
scope ; and in the end when their society
Without going through the disgusting de
ceased to give a charm, they were left with tail of blasphemy and impiety, we -shall only
all those ten thousand tales connected with quote the celebrated prayer for Col. Mappa.
the circumstance, circulating at their ex Col. M. is an aged man, seventy years old,
pense. That beau never paid another visit ; has long been a professed Christian, and a
again and again Lucy was left without a member of the Church, “.of whom and his
suitor, from the same cause ; yet virtue house, the virtuous poor, the widow and the
works out its own reward at last.
fatherless cannot speak without tears of grat
The cool and delightful evenings that ush itude ; and whose moral example or precept
er in that period of the year when nature as has contributed more than that of any other
sumes the sombre hue of autumn had arrived ; man to preserve the town and village in
the landscape, however, had not lost the beau which he resides, from those excesses of tav
ty of summer, yet thé shrill cry of the locust, ern haunting, profanity, and licentiousness,,
and the almost continued evening song of which disgrace many towns and villages.”
the CRtydid, had weeks before been the har
This venerable Christian—one of those
binger of the approach of fall. I h id wan contemptible fanatics, the disgrace and redered out in company with Lucy Gay and proach not only of Christianity but of iiumanher intended, the evening previous to their Ji ity, by name Nathaniel S. Si^ith, called by

LOVE.
Of all the subjects to write upon, love is
the most difficult, at the same time that it is
the most interesting. If there is a taste in
life of pure happiness, it is from the influence
of this passion. A youth of strong feelings
who has found' the girl of.his heart’ will join
with me here; he who has smiled upon and
received the smiles of her he loves, of her
who loves him : the summer-evening walk
and conversation stamp upon the memory an
impression lasting as life. Behold the nar
row by-path^fie rippling stream, the whist
ling leaves?’; each rock or stump is fixed in
the ‘ mljid’s eye ;’ and years roll away,
friends depart, poverty is allotted us; but all
these trifling things are yet fresh on the tab
let of our hearts. We pass by ; and there
is a momentary enjoyment created by the
fond passion in youth which thrills through
each vein, and we strive (alas! in vain) to
prolong the bliss. Man was created for wo
also; and this often follows our happiest
hours. Love is the’ coy serpent which we
embrace and feel too stiih Lie sting of mis
fortune.

PARTIES.

If ever there was a time favourable to the
dispassionate discussion of political subjects
in this state it is the present. It is true
there may be a few men and perhaps a few
presses in the state that would fain keep up
the old odious distinction between federalists
and democrats; but that distinction will not
now suffice to rally an entire party on either
side. By the neglect and loss of discipline
the parties have dissolved and the more can
did and intelligent of the people show a dis
position to judge men by their qualifications
and political conduct, rather than by their
party names. This is as it should be;
enough surely, of personal animosity has
been excited and sustained at a great ex
pense ;—enough of passion and disingenuous
ness manifested in our party struggles, to con
vince all reasonable men of the impolicy and
folly of quarrelling about party names. But
the principles on which our political, civil,
and religious liberty rests, have always been
and will ever continue to furnish an impor
tant and interesting subject of inquiry.
Castleton Statesman.
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UNACCOUNTABLE COINCIDENCES.
. CURE FOR DRUNKENNESS.
At an ordination in Boston, on the last
A medical correspondent of the Enquirer
Wednesday in the last year, the reverend states the following to be Mr. Loiseau’s rem
Dr. Beecher preached the sermon from the edy for drunkenness, and adds his testimony
text; “ Though we or an angel from heaven as to its beneficial result:
preach any other gospel unto you than that
Receipt.—Tincture Assafetida; Tart. An
Which we have preached unto you, let him be
accursed.” This fact we find stated in the timony ; Ipecacuanha.
Mix these with the particular spirit or li
New-York Commercial Advertiser. At an
ordination in Groton, on the first Wednesday quor which you want to shun, and drink a
in the present year, à gentleman of the same wine-glass full every morning, fasting for a
name preached the sermon from the,same week, when I will insure a voluntary absti
text; This fact we learn from the Yeoman’s nence for one year. An infusion of the
leaves of tobacco will prove a very valuable
Gazette.
r On the first Wednesday of this month, Gov. auxiliary. As soon as any inclmatThn is felt
Lincoln of Massachusetts sent a Message to to resume the cup, the remedy must be
the Legislature ; and on the same day and a- promptly applied, or there will be a relapse.
Perhaps so me may think the.above remedy
bout the same hour, Gov. Lincoln of Maine
made a speech to the Legislature of that worse than the disease, and may not feel dis
state, consistingof an eqjual number of words, posed to subject themselves to'the regimen
prescribed.
I allow it is a harcl case—on the
syllables,
and itliXia,
letters. 1x his fact lb
is <&oG-Vi
ascertainixuun.
auu
14411* I! *
1
-j j •
ed by that process which mathematicians on® hand’ d’sg™fe, poverty, disease, (bodily
tT
. ■*
• r.
_
Cl n H m *3L»'» 4* r» 1 1 nn/1
r* 4- I-»
.x
and
mental)
and premature i~vdeath
—>on the
call insfiection ; if any doubt it, let him prove
other, assafeetida, ipecacuanha, tartarpeme
the contrary by actual enumeration.
tic, and tobacco—Momentary suffering and
3V. jg. Galaxy.
effectual purgation.

Jonathan And' the Carolinains.—Ah
agent for a wooden clock Manufactory left
Corny ,'iicuf a few years ago with a large
MR. MATTHEWS.
This vnHyalled delineator of character quantity of his ware for a southern ma>
takes his Wnefit this evening, at Liverpool/’ ket. In passing through South Carolina, he
and the house Will be “ pretty considerably” found a ready sale for his clocks, and having
crammed in every corner, I calculate.—On disposed of them all but»one. he began to re
his steps, but on arriving at a place
Monday evening last, this gentleman had an trace
\frhere he had disposed bf one of his clocks,
opportunity of displaying that ready wit for
which he is so famous. In the entertainment the purchaser challenged him with being a
of the “ Memorandum Boook,” there is a cheat; that his clock would not go. Jona
song called the “ Liverpool Night Coach,” than looked at the clock and very gravely
in which a travelling astrologer, an outside observed “ that he had one bad clock which
passenger, invites one of his fellow travellers he did not intend to sell, but through mistake
to look through his telescope, and describes you have got the one. I have an excellent
to him the names of the planets &c. one left,.the price is but two dollars more,
& I will warrant it fo run forever.” The ex
“ There’s Jupiter and his set-of lights
There’s Venus;” There’s Mars.”—At this change was made, bud the purchaser did not
point, a fellow in the gallery, who had at object to the difference in the price. The
different times during the evening, created trick proved so^successfulAfiat Jonathan con
the i^me route^home ^vhich he had
much noisy disturbance greatly to the annoy tinued
travelled btflgoing^oiit, keeping x>ne clock to
ance of both audience & performer, roared out
with a stentorian voice, “ Look at me !” upon exchange fonthose that would not go, which
to be’the case at ajmost.every stop
which Matthews, whos^ spleen had been for proved
ping place.
some time gathering Within him, pointed his
telescope at the fellow, saving with infinite
It is a good sign of rel:gidus.sincerity, and
promptitude—“ And there’s the great Bear;’
which brought down a tremendous bjjirst of singleness of heart, when we «bsef-ve in a
man a scrupulous r^nd conscientious adher
laughter, and several rounds of applause.
ence to trutli in , small things, in indifferent
matters ; and he whoknbw^ how far it avails
AN IRISH SCHOOL MASTER, t j? producingjthe perfect and upright’ char
\_From Scenes and Sketches of a SoldieFs acter, will carefully ejncoui;age^t iri his chil
dren* even from their infancy. ? We cannot
Life in Ireland.’}
be too early in implanting h^aits of Strict
In the midst of his noisy mansion sat Phil. truth.
Sullivan, wielding his birch as if it had been a
sceptre, while his little subjects were ranged
SINGULAR DISEASE.
IB
around on benches formed of sods, that you
A few days ago,'Mr. Caracal, the Senarar
may still see along the wall. The fire, when
any was required, was made in the centre of from the countie^ of Boo^e and CampbefUN»
the apartment, the fuel being furnished by presented to the SenateWpetition from some"
each scholar bringing a turf daily with him. of his constituents, praying the Legislature
The door was formed of stakes, interplaced to offer a reward for the discovery of the
with wattles, a loop of which throwiJovera cause of a disease, which, for many years, in
crooked nail, served the purpose of a lock, & that section of country, has been very fatal
t.a’^e th,aTt’''e,naaster sat at wasU1 *lr •to’mananfl beast. / After giving some details
è r>,e caRed^on Mr. Gibson. th &,¿enadesk in the scuoeh. A^
‘
door, the urchins were obliged to make their toc front the còunties of Gallatin, Grant a/m
best bows, by drawing back the left leg catch Pendleton, to give the Senate more full infor
ing the tuft of hair that hung over the fore mation. This gentleman stated, that this ■head, and bringing their stiff necks to the disease appeared first in cattle early in the
precise mathematical curve that constitutes spring and late in the fall. It was supposed
politeness, whilst Phil, kept sometimes talk to originate from sòme herb eaten by them in
ing English, sometimes Irish, to suit himself those seasons. A beast apparently in perfect
to the comprehension of his pupils. Of the health, will be suddenly seized with a tremb
manner in which he accompanied this, the fol ling and sickness, which will carry them off
lowing is a specimen
‘ Come up here, Pat in a few hours. Dogs, hogs, or any other an
Greehen,’ said he to a red-headed boy dressed imals that eat flesh, are immediately taken
in a grey freize coat, which came down to his with a violent puking, after which they fall
heels, and a pair of old leather breeches, that into a stupor, and die in an hour and a half
only reached half way down histhighs, expos or two hours. Persons eating the milk of a
ing his red measly legs—‘ Come, stand up here cow that is infected, are taken in the same
on the table, and let the boys hear how well manner and immediately die. He believed;
you can say your letters.” Pat mounted that within five miles of him ^500 worth of
with great cofidence ; but when his phiz, by stock die annually, and that part of the coun
being raised into the light, become more dis try had been almost stripped of cattle. He
tinctly seen,—Ubbaboo, tearing, murder 1’ had also known as many as from 30 to 40 per
exclaimed Phil,f where have you been wid sons Who had lost their lives by this fatal poi
that face ? Why man alive, you’ve been kiss son. Mr. Yancey, stated, that the same dis
ing the praty pot, and your hair, too, stanning ease prevailed in the neighborhood of Greek
up for a price, like the bristles of a fighting in Tennessee, where he had been and it was
pig. Is there no water in the stream r And said, even the Buzzards which ate of the car
it would have been no great trouble to draw cases of cattle that had died with it, immedi
your fingers through your hair, any how.’ ately perished. The petition was referred
Pat very composedly lifted up the tail of his to a select Committee, of which Mr. Carneal
coat, and spitting upon it gave his face a wipe is chairman, for the purpose of considering
that left it all streaked like a brindle cow. the subject and consulting the Medical Fac
‘ There, now,’ said Phil, ‘ blow yonr nose and ulty.
If thè Medical Professers in Transylvania
hold up your head like a gentleman. What
is this aroonf said he, pointing to the first University would turn their attention’to this
letter of the alphabet. Pat scratched his subject and enable the people of that section
head. ‘You dont know what it is ; small of the country to discover and avoid this fatal
blame to you, for your mother keeps you poison, they would deserve the thanks of
running after the cows, when you should be their country.—Frankfort, CKy.) Argus.
at y< ur lamin ; but look up at the couples
of the house, andztry if you can’t remember
CROSS EXAMINATION.
it.’ ‘ A,’ said Pat. ‘ Well done ! what’s the
During a trial which took place in the
name of the next one ?’ Pat hesitated again. country, a respectable though not very osten
‘ What do you call the big fly that makes the tatious looking gentleman occupied the wit
honey ?’ ‘ B.’—‘ Och, you’re a genus, Pat, ness box devotedly waiting a cross examina
ready made.’—Having arrived at the letter tion. “ Fray Mr. Ottiwell Wood,” said the
H
‘ And what’s that, Pat ?’ ‘ By my showl opening counsel, “ how do you spell your
I do’nt know/—‘ Devil d-------- n your showl, name?” “Oh! sir,” replied Mr. Wood,
what do you mean by swearing here in school “ very easily—a lesson in it is very much at
a pretty College this indeed ! What is it that your service.” “ Come, sir, don’t be imper
looks like Squire O’Reilly’s gate with all the tinent ; let his lordship hear it.” The wit
bars knocked out except the one in the mid ness proceeded thus trippingly : “ O double
dle ?’ ‘ Faith and its H.’ ‘ To be sure it is t, i double u, e double I : double u, double o,
ye spalpeen.’ So he went on illustrating in d.” The barrister looked confounded, the
this manner, until he came to the letter O ; court and jury laughed, and Mr. Ottiwell
having tried Pat’s genius with two or three Wood’s evidence was suffered to .pass as un
ways to no purpose, Phil, was getting out of shakeable.
patience-—1 what would you say if I was to
hit you a palthog on the ear?’—(suiting the
A GOOD ANSWER.
action to the word.) ‘Ol’ cried Pat, clap
A clergym^ffïp’^the«cupola of the State
ping his hand upon the afflicted spot which
rung with the blow, ‘ I knew you’d find it,’ House in Boston, observing Captain ~— at
said Phil. By the help of this adoption'Par work on the outside of the dome, said to him
struggled through the rest of the letters. “Sir, you are in a dangerous situation—I
‘ Well, you may sit down now and send up ! trust you have made your peace with your
Mick Moriarty. Mick was rather further ' Heavenly Father ?” “ I never was at war
than Pat; he was spelling words. After spel with Him, responded the gallant captain.
Galaxy of Wit.
ling two or three tolerably well, he came to
the word what. ‘ Well, what does w-h-a-t
make ?” Mick was not sure about it.
POLITE PREACHING.
‘ W-h-a-t,’ said Phil., ‘ sounds fat, but (con
A certain smooth preacher, when treating
scious of his own error in the pronunciation) of the subject of repentance, said, “ My dear
when I say.M don’t you say fat, but do you K‘e^
:. I enjoin it upon
say/a< your own way. -; Have ye all sa>d
again; to repent
; ify<
ipept /if
you do not, yoq will
yer lessons ?’ Yes, all, all. 1 hen put out y ,0\Dlace. Xch’it y
go to a place, which it would be improper to
the fire dacently and go home.
mention in this polite assembly.”
From a Liverpool paper.

POLISHING.
A person in a public company accusing the
Irish nation with being the most unpolished
in the world, was answered mildly by an Irish
The coloured man who was educated at
gentleman, “ that it ought to be otherwise,
The Troy, (N. Y.) Budget observes the
for the J-’.sh met with hard rubs enough to Bowdoin College, is about to publish a news snow is better than six feet deep there, be
paper at N. York for the Africans.—-Bos, Pal, cause it is butjittle more than three fee':
polish any nation on earth

U&w.ere-i

&ddistr
U. STATES’ SUPREME COURT.
papers in which the Laws of the United
FRIDAY, JAN. 26.
States have been authorized to be printed,
FCBSXGKT SÎEWS
Chastian Clark vs. the Corporation of the
foce.
was resumed the debate on which continued
City of Washington.—This cause was argued
LATEST FROM GREECE.
till the time prescribed for the consideration
by
Mr.
Webster,
for
the
Plaintiffin
Error.
ÍNETEENTH CONGRESS....SECOND SESSION. >of, resolutions had elapsed. The House was
We have received from Smyrna, the Spec- I
[This is the great cause, involving the
engaged during the remainder of the day on tateur Oriental loTSov. 17. It speaks with
of the liability of ;*.e City of Wash
LATEST FROM ENGLAND.
confidence of negotiations going on at Con- question
<
bills of a private nature.
IN SENATE.
for the payment of the prizes in the , The New-York papers received yesterday
SATURDAY, JAN, 27.
stanti.nople, the object of which was to bring ington
i
Lottery
drawn
in
this
City,
by
D.
Gillespie
—
about a termination of the Greek war, and
The Bankrupt Bill was further discussed.
inform us of the arrival at that port of the
KAX»S 3GEGISLATVRE.
Clark being the holder of the ticket to packet ship Canada, bringing London papers
which it was hoped would be successful. C.
<
A motion to reconsider the vote of the Sen
which
the
prize
of
100,000
dollars
was
drawn.
There wi&s no conjecture, however of the na
ate by which they refused to strike oqt the
to the evening of the first of January and
IN SENATE.
The amount involved is of great importance Liverpool to the 3d, eighteen days later than
,9:3d section of the bill, was decided in the
THURSDAY,.FEB, 1.
)ture and conditions of the pacification which
to
both
parties,
and
the
legal
principles
in

it
was
expected
would
be
brought
about.
negative by a vote of 26 to 19.
previous advices. The King of Prussia, the
Leave to withdraw petition was granted to 1
Bow
The Captain Pacha withdrew with his volved are of still greater importance. After King of France, and the Duke of York, were
\ ¿W
George Thacber.
Mr.
Swann
had
stated
the
case,
Mr.
Web

squadron
from
Metelin,
Oct.
28,
and
arrived
MONDAY, JAN. 29.
seriously indisposed, the latter of whom had
The resolve establishing the seat of gov- :
ster
spoke
some
two
hours
upon
it
to-day,
LbJ«
“
11
at
the
Dardanelles,
Nov.
6,
where
it
was
ex

Several private bills, from the Blouse, were ernment came from the House amended and !
been given over by his physicians. We ex
he would wintpr.—-A party of about and will conclude to-morrow ; Mr. Wirt is tract from the New-York papers the follow 
read and referred.
was committed to Messrs. Parsons,.Wash- pected
'
iL«*
engaged
on
the
same
side.
Mr.
Jones
is
the
80
Greeks,
from
the
island
of
Samos,
landed
Mr. Hayne presented the Memorial of burn, and Weston.
ing interesting articles:—
Bost. Gaz.
Counsel on behalf of the city.]—Nat. Intell.
on
the
continent,
and
proceeded
a
league
Thomas J. Randolph, executor of Thomas
Ao-ht g!ven
Afternoon. Bill establishing County Work 1
The decided measures adopted by Eng
fe
Jefferson, deceased, requesting that the Con Houses was referred to the next Legislature. from the coast to the Seven Mills, without
land to protect Portugal in her Constitutional
WASHINGTON, FEB. 1.
the
least
opposition,
and
carried
off
a
quanti

tractors with the Corporation of the City of
Petition of the Directors of Augusta Bank, ’
government, were after some hesitation,
,
fAg The fate of the Bankrupt bill is decided. highly applauded by the French government,
Washington, for drawing certain Lotteries that the capital stock of said Bank may be ty of sheep.
?a«tho.riz;
The Pacha of Candia had made himselt , It has been rejected in the Senate by a vote
authorized by Congress, may be authorized increased, was read and committed.
so odious by his severe exactions upon the of almost two to one, and which leaves no which had also strongly censured the con
to subscribe certain, lands, belonging to the
people of that island, that the revolts in the hope of its success at the present session, and duct of Spain ; and, in the language of aLiv-^
kentaju!i
estate of the deceased, for money prizes, in
FRIDAY, FEB. 2. .
erpool paper, there is every reason to believe
interior had beepme much more frequent and
their scheme ; which was read and referred
Bill to incorporate the Buxton Manufactur alarming, and thé descents of the Greeks but little hope of its succeeding in future that the Spanish Government, conscious of
ialready,';
years. The majority against it was far
to the Committee on the District of Colum ing Company, passed to bé enacted
y°Ptedt0Wii
from abroad upon the island were more fre greater than was anticipated, we believe, its own weakness, and deserted by France
bia.
and the Holy Allies, has consented to recog
bbestcakui
quent, and daring. The Pacha could not go even by the opponents of the measure.
BANKRUPT BILL.
SATURDAY, FEB. 3.
nize the present governrqent of Portugal.
more than aleague from his residence, with
\ me continues
The debate upon it has been able, profound This being the case, all danger of war is past.
The Senate proceeded to the consideration
A message was sent to the House request out running the risk of being taken prisoner.
Biaetthe^
and eloquent. The decision has been a sol
of the Bankrupt Bill ; the question being on ing that body to send up the Report of the
The London Observer of Dec. 31st says
leco-op61’^?
Accounts from Alexandria in Egypt to emn one, leaving no room to look for any re
ordering the bill to be engrossed to a third Joint Select Committee respecting the Can
Expresses
from
Berlin
and
from'Vienna
have
Oct. 28, statq that on the arrival of a Tartar versal of it, now or within any reasonable
MotW
reading—
ada Road, which was sent up accordingly,
brought the sentiments of those courts on the
Mr. Hayne moved that the bill be laid on read once and Monday at eleven-o’clock as from Constantinople, a portion of the troops limit of expectation.
kofthe^
King
’
s
message
and
on
the
interference
of
which
had
been
already
embarked
on
board
The measure has failed, but it has not fail
the fable till Wednesday next, when he
e King’»Gt^
signed
for
a
second
reading.
England
in
the
affairs
of
Portugal.
They
the
squadron,
had
been
landed,
and
it
was
|tatbe
SIHCe.r
ed for the want of able and zealous advocates.
should call it up, and urge it to a final decision.
entirely
accord,
it
is
said,
with
the
view
ta

said
that
the
squadron
was
to
sail
without
To
Mr.
Hayne,
the
supporter
of
it,
is
due
H the others
The motion was agreed to.
MONDAY, .FEB. 5.
U resolver
them, for the purpose of carrying provisions | the praise of a zeal equal to the ability which ken by this country, of which, indeed, little
The Sedate agreed on motion of Mr. Ben
Bill revoking the charter of the Kennebec to Ibrahim Padia. It was conjectured by he hM.s conspicuously displayed in this cause. doubt could have been entertained. The
ton, to meet during the remainder of the ses
the writer of the. letter, that the cause of the J He has been ably supported, by Mr, Berrien whole conduct Of the Austrian Cabinet, with
Lent, it by
sion at 11 o’clock. Mr. B. stated that nearly Bank passed to be enacted.:
Petitions, of the Managers of the Cumber disembarkfitl^&M the troops wa&theprospect.: and others. They have been opposed with regard to Prince Miguel, has identified it
j Llugal undet
four hundred bills remained to be acted on,
land and Oxford Canal Lottery tWthe Gov
with,
and
partly
pledged
it
to
support
the
equal ability; The result of such a debate,
¡¡stile attitude
desides much Executive business ofan urgent ernor and Council may be authorized to set of peaée.
Accounts from Athens relate that the turning wholly upon principle, leaves little new state of things in Portugal; and Prussia
| ¡‘‘¿rance, th
nature.
tle their accounts, of the Treasurer of the Greeks succeeded in throwing a reinforce hope of success within our day, of any meas fills too important a part in European politics,
: the point of
Massachusetts
Medical
Society
to
be
reliev

to
venture
fo
oppose
the
will
of
England,
ment of 200 troops into the Acropolis. 1 his ure of this description.—Nat. Int.
|ke,bnthyc
TUESDAY, JAN. 30.
ed
from
the
payment
of
.
taxes
assessed
on
even
if
any
secret
wishes
to
that
effect
were
'Was effected by paeans of an attack upon the
There wasnobusiness of importance trans
Itoanticipatir
entertained.”
acted. The principal part of this day’s. sit the Society’s land, were read and commit Turks by Karaiskaki and Col. Favier, in one
kid not pern
BANK OF KENTUCKY.
ted.
Warm debates took place in the Fre'ncli
direction, while Griziotes with 500 men ad
ting was occupied in the discussion of bills oi
Orient acts.w
The committee, to whom the petition of, vanced unexpectedly from the opposite di A robbery ofthisbank.by its porter, has late- legislative assemblies, on the answer to the
I Intempt °‘
a private nature.
Nathaniel Hill and others concerning the rection, and threw a portion ©f them into ly been discovered. The deficiency was a- jKing’s speech, particularly relating to the
he promises si
bout$3000, a part of which has been secured. York
County
Courts,
was
committed,
report

of Portugal. The answer was car
the fortress. Having effected this object the The mode used to purloin the money has not affairs
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 31.
h “ It is not by
’
ed
that
it
is
’
inexpedient
to
tuke
any
further
ried
notwithstanding
the
warmth
of
opposi

Greeks
immediately
retreated.
Omer
Pa

Mr. Chandler from the Committee on the
Hstice, and res]
measures on the subject the present session .; cha of Negropont is dead. Ibrahim Pacha been ascertained, though it is generally be- 1tion. The London Courier of Dec. 30th says
Militia, reported a bill more effectually to
M tlie rights
lievedhe had a false key to the vault;.—The 1
accepted and. sent down for concurrence..
,
—
V
The
ministers
of
Charles
X.
have
proved
appears
to
have
remained
in
the
Morqp.
provide for the national defence, by the es
| rance will pr
porter was promised enlargement, on condi- '
.
themselves
alike
the
friends
of
France
and
l
A
he
squadron
from
Egypt
was
impatiently
tablishment of an uniform militia system
j hintaininghei
tionthat he would make a full confession: '
throughout the IT States, and to provide for HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. expected at Navarin, with the pay and cloth and under that pledge, after he had confesj Europe, by the cordial co-operation with
I sain if they sj
TUESDAY, JAN. 30.
England,
in
endeavouring
to
repair
existing
ing
of
the
troops,
and
provisions.
Colocotrotheir discipline^;? jvhich was read.
|)“ It is by def
sed, the bank officers thought it their duty to
Petitions, of Daniel Rose, Warden of the . ni was at Napoli, attempting to fit out an ex
evils, without the application of so severe, so
The bill to establish an Arsenal at Augus
I illegitimacy
let him go.
dangerous, and so hazardous a remedy as
ta, Me. was read a second time afid after the State Prison, for an increase of salary. Of pedition against Tripofitz a.—Bost. Dai. Adv.
it of the long
war.
object of the bill was briefly, explained by William Hill and others to be incorporated
I ipported agai
The Martinsburg Gazette contains the fol
Messrs. Chandler and Harrison, it was or as the Kennebunk Water Power Manufactur Extract of a letter from Rio de Janeiro, da
The
address
in
answer
to
the
Speech
of
the
id the same s
lowing extract of a letter from a member
ing Company, Nicholas Pierce for a pen
dered to be engrossed for a ffth’d reading.
King of France, was carried in the Chamber
ever we were
ted Dec, 5th.
of
the
Virginia
delegation
in
Congress,
to
the
sion,—.were severally read and committed.
of Deputies, after considerable opposition, by
esameprinc
With regard to nfews, you will learn that editor, dated Washington, Dec. 28
BANKRUPT BILL.
a
vote
of
200
to
30.
the Emperor left this on the 24th ult. in
On motion of Mr. Hayne, the bill tor
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 31.
‘‘Notwithstanding the continued attacks
GREEl
the Pedro I, of 74 guns; the new frigate re
the establishment of an uniform system 0.
Bill to incorporate the Buxton Manufactur ceived from New York, (now called the Isa upon the administration, its popularity is _ In consequence of the favorable state of |
Bankruptcy throughout the United States,
things
the
French
and
Spanish
stocks
had
'!
j-[tetters
from
Company, passed to be engrossed.
bel) and the corvette Duqueza de Goiaz in steadily progressive. The north, north-west
was taken up, and on the question oi engros T ingResolve
I fc, state t
respecting the seat of government company, bound ,to St. Catharines, from and west are daily becoming more united in again risen to near their former prices.
sing the bill for a third reading,
From the London Courier of January 1.
! lost successful
Mr. Smith of South Carolina, delivered4jwa.s again taken up, and after a long debate whence he will pass over to the province of its support. Pennsylvania seeing to be oscil IMPORTANT NEWS FROM LISBON.
' Had been he
pissed to,be engrossed—yeas 83, nays 57.
San Pedro de Seil, for the purpose of in lating, and it requires all the efforts of the
his sentiments at great lengthpagainst the bi!..
Hits having lei
We have the gratification this dav of com
specting and animating the troops by his opposition leaders to keep her steady. I municating the most satisfactory intelligence
He was followed by Messrs. Berrien anti
I Id entrenchee
THURSDAY, FEB.l.
presence, and to push on the war to the ut should not be astonished if the next two.years with respect to the affairs of Portugal.
Hayne, on the other side, when this ques
I hosed to the
Bills enacted, to incorporate the Saco and most, during this summer’s campaign. The produces a revolution in that State favorable
tion .was put and decided in the negative.
a | fining the
The Sir Edward Banks steam vessel arri
Biddeford Savings Institution—to incorpo republican army, however, is strong, and will to the present administration.”
Yeas 15—Na.ys, 25. '
-tiered. Fifte
ved at Portsmouth last nighty at eleven o’rate the Boston Manufacturing Company— make a bold ■resistance. According to the
. »So.the bil| was rejected ; and
I k forwardei
clock, and brought passenger Mr. Black with
NARROW ESCAPE.
additional act respecting the assessment and last account it amounted to 13,000 men, and
■^The Senate adjourned.
II
the expense
About mid day yesterday, the. owners of despatches for Goverriment. She left Lis
collection of taxes.
expected soon to be augmented to 16,000 ;
machinery on Brown’s mill race took meas bon on the 25th, in the evening, and made
Resolve
granting
a
tpwns-hip
of
land
for
the
THURSDAY, FEB. 1.
and Alvier bad passed the Rio Negrç and
ures for clearing the race of ice., The waste her voyage home in six days.
j pasmentio
Mb Sandford ofN. Y. with the view of test use of the Maine Wesleyan Seminary was was marching towards Rio Grande, at the gate near the cotton factory was raised, to let
Private letters speak with the highest en- [ I kwould spe
laid
on
the
table
by
Mr.
Evans
of
Gardiner,
head of 600(1
Brown had got to sea
ing the sense of the Senate on the Bankrupt
the broker» foe pass off; batfa'img unexpect thusiasm and praise of the prompt and deci- | I Me tetter i
Bill, so amended as to apply to merchants and read once, and Tuesday next at 19 o’clock from Buenos Kyres in the ¿chr. Safanda, and edly* a lever connected with it struck qp the sive measure^ adopted by Government. Mr.
Lip waspr
will probablv fell in with the fleet from Chi
traders only, moved the reconsideration ot assigned for a second reading.
Canning’s speech had been printed and circu
missels cor
Most of the session was taken up in discus li. Several \z^vatee?s have ma4e their ap head, and knocked into the water, Mr. Joel
the vote of rejection, which was agreed to—
lated,
and
the:
effect
it
produced
upon
the
[beat Gibralt
sing the Bill establishing the County of Wal pearance on fo coast, find made many cap. Pound, who at the tipie was on a plank, guid 
Aves 20, Nays 17/
public
mind
was
amazing.
It,seemed
to
op

ing
the
ice
under
the
gate.
Mr.
Lawrance
fith two stean
The bill was then on motion of Mr. oand- do.
tures.
erate like a charm, dispelling at once all the ' prehased in t
■
Rvckman,
seeing
Pound
fall
into
the
stream,
What is most alarming here to the com
ford, recommitted to a select Committee,
gloom
and
fears
that
prevailed,
and
anima

i
grasped
him
by
the
hand
;
but
the
mitten
of
a id wasprepar
FRIDAY, FEB. 2. _
mercial community, is the depreciation in
with instructions to strike out the 93d section.
Resolve providing for the erection of a Jail Bank paper, or currency. Spanish dollars the latter slipping off, Ryckman lost his grip, ted every class of persons with renewed I | W of them.
It is not expected however, that the bill
hope and vigour.
and
Pound
was
hurried
along
by
the
stream,
pin beforeha
at Eastport was taken up, and produced a have risen to 1200, doubloons to 18,000 each !
will pass when so amended.
His Majesty’s Message had been officially
h should not
long debate. Those who spoke in favor of and produce has risen in proportion* It is and fell with it from a precipice of about
communicated
to
the
Portuguese
Cortes,
i
NINETY
FEET,
into
the
water
below.
He
fcanbyblocka
the Resolve 'were Messrs. Pillsbury of East moreover scarce. Making remittances is
i
FRIDAY FEB. 2.
port, Goodenow of Alfred,, and Vance of Bar- very difficult. Bills on the U. S. Navy De was rescued from the watery element about by whom it was received with every demon- j liereitis supp
BANKRUPT BILL.
ten rods below the Falls, fol carried to the stration of gratitude and enthusiasm.
a Ld, fends an
Mr. Hayrfe, from the Select Committee to irig—-and those- who opposed it were Messrs. partment have been sold at 1.110 a 1.140 per house of Mr. Jacob Pound. He was in pos
The extraordinary rapidity with which ;
which was recommitted the Bankrupt Bill, Adams of Portland, Jewett of Bowdoinham, dollar. If the war lasts much longer affairs session of his faculties all the time, and com the succour of England had reached the I I eninthe Cou
will be much worse. The place is drained
I Accounts fror
reported tne same with an amendment, ex and Mowry of Lubec.
The Resolve was refused a. passage by a of specie ; thp finances of the Government plains only of some bruises on his face and shores of Portugal excited general admira- | j ¡i state that th
punging the 93d section thereof. The bill
tion. While they were only hoping to hear
hip,
together
with
the
exhaustion
which
his
vote
of
62
to
46..
irgoed in coni
are in a very unprosperous state ; and its
was laid tin the table, to be called up at one
Bill to incorporate the Buxton Manufactur commerce, notwithstanding its numerous na voyage may naturally be supposed to have of promised aid, British ships and British i | herexpeditio
o’clock oii Monday.
troops had anchored in the waters of the Ta- j
produced.
This
is
one
of
the
most
singular
ing
Company
passed
to
be
engrossed.
vy, is likely to be swept from the ocean by
DUTY ON SALT.
occurrences we have heard of for along time. gus. The effect was electrical.
Ordered, in concurrence with the Senate cruizers.
Philadelphia Gaz.
The consideration of the bill to reduce the
The Pyramus was the only vessel, we be- ! \ It is affirmée
Rochester Daily Aevertiser.
that
the
Secretary
of
State
be
directed
to
in

duty on imported salt was resumed ; and af
lieve which at the date of these advices, had [ j onstantinople,
form
the
Governor
that
A
lbion
K.
P
arris
,
JAMAICA.
ter an animated debate, in which Mr. Wood
landed troops; but four line of battle ships, 1 I j active partii
SPRINGFIELD-, JAN. 24.
bury supported the bill m an able speech of Esq,, has been. duly, elected by the Legisla
The legislature of this colony is up in arms
with other detachments, were seen off the I )j itb the Di van I
The
Boston
Statesman,
alluding
to
the
eture
a
Senator
to
Congress
to
represent
this
considerable length, the bill was ordered to a
against the mother country. They have put
Burlings by the Sir Edward Banks as she I id England, re
State
in
the
Senate
of
the
United
States
for
lection
of
the
Hon.
John
Mills
by
the
Senate,
bn
the
panoply
of
verbal
war,
and
issued
the
third reading, ayes 22—noes 20.
.
the term of six years from and after the third most alarming denunciations. The following says, “ the republican Senators of this com left the Tagus.
The Senate adjourned to Monday.
The condition of the rebels, must soon, we
day-of March next, and that the Governor be is one of their resolutions.
monwealth covered themselves with honor !”
TheMessage
should think, bring matters to a close. All
totes is publis
requested to furnish him with the credentials
Resolved therefore, That the house having Any covering is comfortable in such weather the latest accounts represent them as being
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. necessary to entitle’ him to his seat in that
fishpapers
sought redress for the evil complained of as we had last week and this.
SATURDAY» JAN. 2?WAS IT SO ?—The National Intelligen-, disccjmfitted, wherever they have come in
body after the time aforesaid.
without obtaining any more than temporary
contest
with
the
Constitutional
troops.
The House were occupied on private bills,
Petition of Nahum Morrill and others on relief, by the interposition of his Grace the cer says—“ House of Representatives.—A
The Marquis de Chaves was at Lamego i j iThe North Ci
several of which were'definitively acted on. the subject of the York County Courts, was Governor, feel themselves called upon to new member, viz : James W. Ripley, elected
with
10,000 troops, ill equipped, and dispir- ! j WatToult
x ead and committed.
performa duty, painful though imperative in the place of Mr. Lincoln (now Governor of ited. In the province of Alantejo, the Count j ^thencefor
MONDAY, JAN. 29.
duty, by declaring that after the expiration Maine) appeared, was sworn, and took his de Villa Flor had repulsed the insurgents, | lerican Consul
The bill to authorize the Secretary of the
of six months from the present day they will seat upon the floor F
SATURDAY, FEB. a.
under the command of Magessi.
Treasury to exchange ten millions of stock,
Bills enacted, additional respecting Ferry discontinue the usual supplies for the main
When the 4th (King’s own) Regiment of | [Kibe Lond(
was then taken up in committee of the whole Point Bridge—for the preservation of Salt tenance of his majesty’s forces stationed in
BANK RETURNS.
g gained at fo
on the state of the Union, on motion of Mr. Marshes in the town of Wells—additional this island, unless in the mean time their
The official returns of 20 banks in Maine Foot landed, they were received by the pop
. toce had take
Cook. An amendment was offered by Mr. respecting the inspection of Mackerel—to in grievances shall be fully redressed by the au show that they had in Jan. 1827, bills in cir ulace with the loudest acclamations.
The following are extracts of private let U Jiere had beer
Verplanck, the purport of which was to give corporate the Trustees of the Mariner’s thority of the British Government.
culation, amounting to
$685,718
| hich was deci
a discretionary power to the Secretary of the Church in Portland—to incorporate the Pe
Specie at the same time, on hand, $217,948 ters received by this conveyance :
“ Lisbon, Dec. 19 —It would be difficult to j L ten markets,
Treasury to issue treasury notes, should the nobscot Steam Navigation Company.
Deposites in the Boston Banks, - $133,789
describe the joy with which the intelligence I a (The season}
ether projects fail. The committee then
Of which $69,805, is in the City Bank, and
arïxcsæs
of the speedy arrival of our troops has been I
rose, and the amendment was ordered to be
$30,265
in
the
Suffolk
Bank.
MONDAY. FEB. 3,
received by the public.
The
5
Banks
in
Portland
had
m
circulation,
printed.
Messrs. Ames of Bath, Adams of Portland,
“The gloom and despondency which_had| A letter fion
From the Knoxville Register.
at
the
above
period,
$259,130
and Davis of Augusta, were appointed a com
been
hanging over all, for the last fortnight,! Iatan English
TUESDAY, JAN. 30.
Specie in their vaults,
- $105,937
mittee with such as the Senate may join, to
DISTRESSING FIRE.
have
at once dispersed, and hope and. confi- J Mbeenplund
"Dividends, for 6 months, Augusta 2.|, Bank
The House resolved itself into a Commit inquire what business remains, on which it is
pH'that po
About
three
o
’
clock
on
Wednesday
morn

dep|fo
have revived, as if by magic.”
of Portland 4, Bangor 8 Bath 4|, Cumber
tee of the Whole on the State of the Union, necessary for the Legislature to act at the
fjand thos
ing
the
27th
ult.
a
fire
broke
out
in
the
fram

■
and took up the bill for increasing the duties present session, and also when the Legisla
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FRANCE
AND
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on woollen goods. Mr. Pearce of R. I. spoke ture may have a recess, with leave to report
Kennebunk 2^, Lincoln 3-^, Merchants $1 75,
The French Minister of Foreign affairs, inj , F1'
and
occupied
by
Samuel
Bell,
which
house
in favor oftfie bill, and Mr. Claiborne of Va. accordingly.
Manufacturers’ 3 per cent. Saco.3, South Ber
pe masters
with the adjoining buidings were entirely
a speech in the chamber of Peers, on the
and Mr. Mitchell of South Carolina spoke aBill to establish the salary of the Governor consumed, and what is dreadful to relate, two wick 3^, Thomaston 3L Union 3, Vassalboro 20th December, stated-----that when the1 I pas on the 1
gainst it. and then the Committee rose, on at two thousand dollars was read and refused
3, Waterville 3, Winthrop 3.
pt which arf
human beings perished in the flames. A
motion of Mr. Davis of Massachusetts.
The Maine Banks had in circulation, by the French troops entered Spain in 1823, a pledge | h evening |
a second reading in concurrence with the Mrs. Hankins, who resided with Mr. Bell,
was given to England, that Portugal should
official
returns
in
June
1826,
$688,691
—
conseAnd the House adjourned.
Senate.
was consumed in the house and a child of
not be molested. He proceeded as follows. . Rwgohadt
Bills enacted, to incorporate the Portland, Mr. Bell’s about two years old, who was so Ôhad’ $97,027 more in circulation in
“ Upon the breaking out of the recent F >ti that por
7,
and
$38,157
more
in
specie
in
their
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 31.
^1 similar
Saco, and Parsonsfield Stage Company. much burnt as to die soon after. Mrs. Bell
vaults. Their deposites in the Boston Banks troubles in Portugal, a similar declaration as.
The debate on the bill for the “ protection Additional act respecting the Maine Wes
escaped by a window of the lower story of have alfeo increased $22,426. In Jan. 1825, was made by England to Spain, rnd commu-|
of the Woollen Manufactures” was continued. leyan Seminary, and to change the name of
' nicatedto France as well as to all the Greatj
the house, with a child only a week old in
the Maine Banks had deposited in the Boston
the town of Montgomery.
Powers of the Continent; and it was agreed i Wit
her arms. Mt. Bell went up stairs to relieve Banks $333,664.
Bost.
Gaz.
THURSDAY, FEB. 1.
Mr. Bradford, of Livermore, had leave of the children and the woman, (Mi’s. Hankins)
I .fofov
that Spain should not undertake any thing aThe Order of the Day being announced, absence after Wednesday next, and Mr. who were sleeping together., He found it
gainst Portugal, and on her side England) I^PtHall f
the question pending was on the adoption of Goodenow, of Alfred after Saturday next,
“ Hyde’s Thrashing Machine” has been should take care that Portugal should not) hWvAR
impossible for them to make their escape by
the amendment offered by Mr. Cambreleng, during the remainder of.the session.
the stair case ; he then dropped the children put in operation by water at Saratoga. From commit any act of hostility against Spain. | Lrteamkb(
(to increase the power of the Appraisers,
“ We are bound in truth to say that Eng-|
from the chamber window, and jumped out 80 to 100 bushels of wheat, rye, oats or bar
&c.)
after them, at the same time calling to Mrs. ley, are thrashed'in a day. Horse power can land has fulfilled the engagement into which j ecasion, great]
STATE HOUSE.
Mr. Cook moved to recommit the bill, and
be
applied.
It
occupies
about
the
same
she entered ; and that on their side, all the)
Hankins to follow him ; she appeared at the
letter frorr
Yesterday, on motion of Mr. M’Cobb of
explained and defended the propriety of the
window but immediately sunk back in the space as a Fanning Mill.—Price of the Ma powers have, in common accord, incessantly
Phipsburg, the House passed an order for the smoke and flames and was seen .no more, un chine and Apparatus from 36 to $'40. Let exerted themselves with the Spanish Cabin ír“Atieni
recommitment.
The debate was Further continued by Mr. appointmnt of a Committee to consist of one til her bones were gathered from the ruins. ters to Col. Hyde, or the Editor of the Sen et to prevent its giving Portugal any ground! m te|
P^016tl
Wood, of 'New, York, Mr. Cambreleng, Mr. from each county on the part, of the House, 'The night was extremely cold, and Mr. and tinel, Saratoga, will be attended to.
to complain.
| ROalen
Kremer, Mr. Hamilton, and Mr. Ingham, who with .such as the Senate may join, to consider
“ Nevertheless, at the moment, when thei
Mrs.'Bell escaped with nothing on them but
{borrow
advocated the recommitment; & by Messrs. the expediency of issuing proposals for erect
It is rather singular that there has been no Cabinet gave an assurance that the arras
their night cfothes, and saved nothing in the
P Puerto
Mallary, 8c Stewart, of Penn, who opposed it. ing Public Buildings, for the use of.the State,
snow
at
Washington
City,
and
that
the
taken from the refugees were about to be re-!
which]The question oil recommitting the bill with to'be paid for in State Lands ; the contract to house.
streets on thé 22d ult. were “ almost as dusty stored to the Portuguese government; at the
instructions, was taken by yeas and nays, and be made with such person or persons as will
Rances
as
in
the
summer.
”
Bost.
Gaz.
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MR. CALHOUN.
decided in,the negative, as follows : yeas 98, build the same for the smallest quantity of
refugees themselves to be removed from the
nays 93. The House then adjourned.
land, they giving good security to the State
Tlie Alexandria Phenix Gazette of Tues
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ties who were charged to disarm the refu
gees, and distribute them in the interior of
the country.
“ France, who had been most urgent to
prevent all hostility on the part of Spain ;
France, who had the greatest right to be list
ened to; France, whose intervention must
have inspired Portugal and England, with
the fullest security upon the fulfillment of
the engagements entered into by the Spanish
Cabinet, could not have remained indifferent
to occurrences, from which either contempt
of her counsels, or the inability of following
them, appeared in!so evident a manner ; and
the King’s Government was under the neces
sity of immediately expressing its disappro
bation by recalling its Ambassador from Ma
drid.
“ France cannot contest with England the
right given her, and even the duty imposed
on her by a long series of treaties, to go to the
succour of Portugal; she will continue her
efforts to hinder a renewal of the acts which
have authorized the measures taken by the
British Cabinet; she will spare no pains to
prevent a rupture between Spain and Portu
gal, and she hopes to succeed therein ; she
Sas already, in concert with all her Allies,
adopted towards the Cabinet of Madrid the
step best calculated to accomplish that end.
She continues to receive from the British
Cabinet the most positive assurances of its en
tire co-operation.
“Nothing that has taken place up to the
time of the recent events, or since, authorized
the King’s Government to entertain doubts
upon the sincerity of these assurances; and,
on the other side, the King’s Ministers have
firmly resolved to counsel his Majesty to
withhold his support to the Spanish Gov
ernment, if by its own fault it should lay
Portugal under the necessity of assuming a
hostile attitude towards it.
“ France, therefore, could not be reduced
to the point of renouncing the advantages oi
peace, but by circumstances that we are far
from anticipating; her good faith and dignity,
could not permit her to support unjust and
violent acts, which have only taken place in
contempt of the counsel she had given, and
the promises she had received,
“ It is not by thus following the rules of
justice, and respecting the faith of treaties
and the rights of the other Powers, that
France will preserve all her advantages for
maintaining her own rights and even those of
Spain if they should be unjustly attacked.
“ It is by defending the principles of order
and legitimacy that England came victorious
out of the long and bloody struggle that she
supported against the French Revolution ;
and the same success would be secured to us
if ever we were called in our turn to defend
the same principles.”

lie rejoicings, Te Beams, &c. are now the
order of the day.
Mr. Williams, our minister to Central A
merica, arrived at Mobile on the 9th ult.
from Pensacola, where he arrived on the 5th,
in the U. S. schooner Grampus, from Omoa.
Mr. Williams left Guatemala on the 2d of
December, and embarked at Omao on the
16th. The political affairs of that country
were in a very unsettled state. No intelli 
gence had been received at Guatemala of the
proceedings of the Panama Congress, which
was to assemble near the city of Mexico.
Balt. Pat.
BALTIMORE. FEB. O.

FROM ST. DOMLVGO.
Capt. Oliver, of the schr. Maria, arrived
last evening from Baracoa, states that the
Governor of Baracoa received the day before
he left there, a despatch from St. Jago, in
forming that the French Consul had arrived
there from St. Domingo, who stated that a
revolution had broke out in the island be
tween the blacks and mulattoes, and that the
latter had collected in large bodies.—Amer.

GREECE AND TURKEY.
Letters from Ancona, dated 12th of No
vember, state that the Greeks had made a
most successful resistance at Athens. Noth
ing had been heard of the Egyptian fleet, nor
of its having left Alexandria. Ibrahim, who
had entrenched himself at Tripolitza, was
exposed to the greatest distress by his policy
in ruining the harvests. The Greeks also
suffered. Fifteen cargoes of provisions had
been forwarded from Ancona to the Greeks
at the expense of the French and Swiss Con
suls.
It was mentioned that Lord and Lady Coch
rane would spend the winter in Italy ; but a
private letter f'r-om Geneva states that his
lordship was preparing to attack the Turks.
The vessels composing his squadron are said
to be at Gibraltar. He had just reinforced it
with two steam boats and some gun boats,
purchased in the ports of France and Italy,
and was preparing immediately to take com
mand of them. He has not thought fit to ex-,
plain beforehand, the plan for the campaign.
We should not, however be surprised, if he
began by blockading the port of Alexandria,
where it is supposed he has secured before
hand, friends among the Franks, and perhaps,
even in the Council of the Viceroy.
Accounts from Alexandria, Egypt, to Nov.
25^ state that the merchant vessels were em
bargoed in consequence of the sailing of an
other expedition.
PARIS, DEC. 28.
It is affirmed that thè Papal minister at
Constantinople, has been instructed to take
an active part in the negotiations carrying on
with the Divan by the Ambassadors of France
and England, relative to the affairs of Greece.

The Message of the President of the United
-States is published at length in some of the
English papers.

The North Carolina, 74, Com. Rodgers, an
chored at Tonion, Dec. 10th. She was to pro
ceed thence for Tunis, with Mr. Heap the American Consul.
In the London market, colonial produce
remained at former prices. A further ad
vance had taken place in the price of indigo.
There had been a considerable influx of gram,
•which was declining in price, in all the Euro
pean markets.
The season has been very mild.

A letter from Havana, of January .15, states
that an English brig which had arrived there,
had been plundered by pirates to the wind
ward of that port. The boats of the Constel
lation, and those of an English sloop of war
at Matanzas, were despatched to look after
them.
The masters of two vessels that left Ma
tanzas on the 15th ult. state that the steam
boat which arrived from Havana the prece
ding evening brought information that an
Embargo had been laid upon all Spanish ves
sels in that port, and with orders to extend,
it to all similar vessels in the port Of Matan
zas.

Extract of a letter from the Editors of the
JYew- York Gazette to Mr. Tophff.
Capt. Hall from Maracaibo informs that
Gen. Bolivar arrived there on the 16th Dec.
in the steam-boat Fidelity from up the Lake,
and that great rejoicings took place on the
occasion.
A letter from La Guayra dated 6th ult.
says—“ At length all political differences are
likely to be terminated. Bolivar arrived at
Maracaibo 16th ult. was at Puerto Cabello
30th, at Valencia 2d inst. with Gen. Paez,
and to-morrow he is expected at Carraccas.”
From Puerto Cabello, he issued a procla
mation which has given general satisfaction,
as it announces that not a single individual
will be molested on account of his political
opinions, nor the share he may have taken
in the revolution.—Bolivar takes upon him
self the supreme command, and .the grand
convention is to assemble as soon as deter
mined by the people when and where. Pub-

The U. S. ship Hornet arrived at Norfolk,
on Sunday in 22 days from Vera Cruz. She
landed Mr. Sergeant at Vera Cruz on the
24th of Dec,, whence he proceeded immedi
ately for the city of Mexico.

SUMMARY.
The Senate of Massachusetts, on the 2d
inst. again balloted for Senator to the United
States Congress, which resulted in the elec
tion of Hon. James Austin. Mr. John Mills
declined being considered a candidate.
Messrs. Wells & Lilly, of Boston, are about publishing an edition of the entire works
of Edmund Burke.
The Life of Samuel Adams, says the Bos
ton Patriot, is in some forwardness, and will
be given to the public as sooq as may be con
venient with other engagements of the biog
rapher.
i
The Boston Journal of Philosophy and the
Arts, ha’s been discontinued for want of 'pat
ronage.
F
The New-Hampshire Statesman says it is
becoming fashionable in that quarter, to pay
the newspaper printers with punctuality.-—
Tl^s is really “ good news—if true,’’ and
tire fashion has our best wishes for its gener
al prevalence.
It is said not less than 400 steam boats now
float on the waters of the United States. It
is but twenty years since the first boat of this
kind was put in operation by Fulton, on the
Hudson Riven
In Boston, 2d itist* a lad about 16 years of
age, an apprentice to a tradesman, put a pe
riod to his existence, by hanging himself. '
On the 21st ult. Mr. William White, aged
about sixty years, was found frozen to death,
in Walden, Vt.—He was addicted to intem
perance.

A piece has been brought out at the Roch
ester Theatre, called “ Cafitain Morgan, qr
the Conspiracy Unravelled !” the dramatis
A letter from a Baltimorean, in Paris, un
personae of which are, Capt. Morgan, Lawson, Ketchap, and Mrs. Morgan. The per der date of the 13th ult. communicates the in
formance was announced on Thursday eve telligence of the death of CousU Las^erie,
son-in-law of Gen. Lafayette.*—Nat. Intel.
ning for the third time !
Albany Argus.
Thomas Hyatt, the person who was con
‘
WASHINGTON, JAN. 30.
victed at the last Oyer and Terminer, of
On the authority of public report, we stat “ conspiracy to defraud,” &c. and who fled
ed a few days ago, the supposed fact that the from the city prior to receiving sentence, is
nomination of Mr. Poinsett, as Minister to stated in an Albany paper, to have been ap
the adjourned Assembly of American Nations prehended in Canada, by one of the bail who
at Tacubaya.had been confirmed. We now went in pursuit of him. A gentleman show
learn that our information was erroneous; ed us a letter last evening from a friend re
and that the subject of that nomination has siding near Burlington, Vt. which mentions
not yet been acted upon in the Senate.
that Hyatt passed through that place on the
20th inst. in custody, on his way to this city.
Jan. 31 —The argument in the case of
New- York Times.
Clark against -the Corporation of Washing
The House of Representatives again, yes
ton, (involving the question of the,liability of
the latter for payment of prizes drawn in Gil terday, for the fourth time, made choice of
lespie’s Lottery, and specially of the prize of the Hon. E. H. Mills to be a Senator in Con
,§100,000 drawn by Mr. Clarke) was yester gress from the 4th of March next.
Bost. Daily Adv. of Wednesday.
day concluded in the Supreme Court, and the
decision of this high, (and, we had almost said,
A duel took place on the 18th ult. a short
awful,)* tribunal, is looked for with intense distance from Kingston, (Jani.) between Mr.
anxiety by both parties.
Barnard Barrie, and Mr. Anthony Branday,
when the former fell and expired at the first
We observe by the Richmond Whig, that fire.
the People of Cumberland, one of the coun
Two ponds in the vicinity of Charleston,
ties composing Mr. Randolph’s old Congres
sional district, have passed resolutions in S. C. were frozen over on the 20th ult. and a
viting him to represent them again in the number of joung gentlemen skated upon
House of Representatives of the United them for some time. The novel sight was
witnessed by. a large number of persons.
States.
The corporation of the city of Philadelphia
have, by a unanimous vote, granted to Rob
From the Philadelphia Nat. Palladium.
ert Eastman, Esq. of Brunswick, in this State,
Important Rumour.—There was a ru for his improved Kotpry Saw, the Premium
mour in the city yesterday, that orders had and Medal; furnished by Scottffs legacy.
been received from Washington at Our Navy
Yard, to launch and fit out immediately, the
The ‘ destitute labourers of Nova Scotia
national vessels now in this place. It is said have volunteered their winter Services on the
similar orders were transmitted to the other Canal for their provisions,
(
Pal.
Navy Yards. We know not the origin of this
rumouu, of whether
dependence is to,, be
of letters and papers w erg bought to that
placed on it.
city in two mails.
NEW-YORK, FEB. 3.

We stated yesterday, on the authority of a
Philadelphia paper, that orders had been r< ceived there to launch and fit out the national
vessels on that station. We are informed
that similar orders have been received by the
Commander at the Navy Yard at Brooklyn.
Gazette.

Ordershave been received by the com
mander on this naval station to fit out the ves
sels in ordinary and have them ready for sea.
It is well to be prepared for any emergency
that may arise from the threatening appear
ances in Europe.
Boston Pat.
It was reported at Matanzas, 14th inst.
that an English brig arrived at Havana had
been robbed of various articles, sails, rigging ,
&c. near that port by a small schooner rigged
pirate.
Savannah Georgian.

THE GREEKS.
We have further accounts of the general
sympathy felt for the Greeks, and of meas
ures taken for their relief at places in the in
terior. From Canandaigua, letters have beqn
received in this city.
One of them re
marks :
We have upwards of forty ladies in this
village working with their needles for the
Greek women and children, and in a few days
shall transmit to the committee about one
hundred complete suits of garments.”
A correspondence has been commenced
between the committee of Philadelphia and
that in oyr city. The fundin this city now
amounts to §6670 of which sum §5670 is de
posited in bank. The Philadelphia fund is
also augmenting; by the last accounts it was
in amount §3467.
New- York papier.

JACKSON IN OHIO.
There has been 15 ballotings in the Legis
lature of Ohio, for U. S» Senator, without re
sulting in a choice. The three principal can
didates were Messrs. Ruggles, Silliman, and
Irvin, all of whom, it is stated in the Lancas
ter, Ohio, Gazette, are friendly to the pres
ent national Administration. The only Jackson man voted for, was Mr. Campbell, mem
ber of Congress. He received but two votes !
The whole number of votes was 108.
It is not six months since the Jackson pa
pers were boasting that Ohio was certainly
in favor of their candidate. Since then, the
State has elected her members of Congress
and of the Legislature. The members of
Congress are 12 for the Administration, 2 for
Jackson; and the members of the Legisla
ture are as indicated by the above mentioned
ballot. The Jacksonians were as confident
of Ohio at the period alluded to, as they now
are of Pennsylvania. Will not their disap
pointment be equal in both states ?
Dem. Press.
MISSISSIPPI.
The Hon. Powhattan Ellis has been elect
ed a Senator of the United States, for six
years from the 3d of March next, when
the term of the Hon. Thomas B. Reed, will
expire» The votes in the joint ballot of the
Legislature, were—For Mr. Ellis 27—Mr.
Reed 16.

SHOT

NEWS

KENNEBUNK, FEBRUARY 10.
CLEARED.

Feb. 2—New brig Pomona, Bettis, Mobile.
5—New brig Bourne, Bourne, do.
ENTERED.

Feb. 8—Scbr. Lewis, Webber, Boston.
Wells, Feb. 7—Ar. sch. Betsey, Sawyer,
Boston—Sloop Packet, Rankin, do.
MEMORANDA.

Saco, Feb. 2.—Ar. sch. Mary, Tarbox,
New. York; 3d, schrs. Sally, Rowe, Glouces
ter ; Spartan, Giles, do; 4th, sch. Philadel
phia, Emery, Dominico, via New York ;—
cld. 5th, sch. Moses, Gillpatrick, Surinam.

At St. Thomas, Jan. 8, brig Cadmus,
White, of this port, for Porto Rico, in 2 days.
At Fort Royal, Jan. 1, sch. Alert, Perkins,
of York, for Porto Rico, next day.
j\t Havre, Dec. 28, ship Gen. Pike, Cole,
of this port, for a southern port, soon ; Ed
ward, of Portland, for do.
The York, Lord, from Lisbon, ar. at Cette,
Dec. 12, and was there on 15th.
At Jeremie, Jan. 8, only the Florida, Blas
dell, of Kennebunk, for N. Orl. 10.
No Arm*. at Santa Martha, Dec. 22.
At Ponce, P. R. Jan. 15, brigs------- *, of this ’
port, for Charleston, 2 ; Richmond Packet,
of & for this port, 5 ; and Rover, of this port,
unc.
Up, at Mobile, 13th ult. brig Orestes, for
Boston.
Cld. at Richmond, 1st inst. Constitution,
Towne, London.
VESSELS SPOKEM.

At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk
within and for the County of York, on the
sixth day of February, in the year of out
Lord eighteen hundred-arid twenty-seven.
EUNICE HAGGINS, Administratrix of
the estate of Samuel Haggins, late
of South Berwick, in said County, deceased,
having presented her third account of ad
ministration of the estate of said deceased for
allowance.
ORDERED, That the said Administra
trix give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Kenhebuhk
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
may appear at a Probate' Court to be held at
Kennebunk, in said County, on the first Tues
day of March next; at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause^ if any they have,
why the same should not be allowed.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Copy—^Attest,
GEO. THACHER, Pe^r.
Feb. 10

Farm for ¡Sate
A

FARM known by the name
of the Emery Farm near
t Emery’s Mills in Shapleigh, con
taining
_____ofT____
taining
about____
1OO ACRES
the
best
uvs»«. of
ux Land, well
wed wooded and watered and
bn which is a large quantity of Hemlock,
Maple, Birch 4 and Oak Timber, within
half a mile of said Mills and within a few
rods of tlie Pond, in which it may be convey
ed to said Mills—«also, a large Orchard, two
story dwelling House, Wood-House and Barn,
and a Blacksmith Shop. If said Farm is not
sold at private Sale previous to the 31st day
of March next, it will be sold at Public Auc
tion on said 31st day of March, to the high
est bidder—Terms liberal. For further in
formation call on John Gowen, of said Shap
leigh, at whose store said Auction will be,
at one of the clock in the afternoon.
JOHN GOWEN, Auctioneer.
Shapleigh, Feb. 8,1S27.
IS ■ SI

Maine Reg ister for

Feb. 1st, lat. 39,35, Ion. 70,30, sch. Henry,
Denham, 3 days from Portland, for Charles
ton—had the day previous lost John Turner,
of Freeport, off the main boom.
Feb. 1st, off Long Island, sch. Mary, from WUST received and for sale by
N. Y. for Newburyport—had suffered much O'
JAMES K. REMICH.
in sails, rigging, &c. in a gale.
Feb. 10.

Shell Combs

proba ts notice.

At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
within and for the County of York, on tlu
sixth day of February, in the year of our
l.ord'eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
AS just received a quantity of Brazilian
ATHAN DOUGLAS, Executor of the
SHELL COMBS—a new & elegant
last will and testament of Ruth Downs
article, at very low prices.
late of Lyman, in. said County, Widow, de-*Feb. 10.
.
ceased ; having presented his first account
of administration of the estate of said deceas
ed for allowance.
ORDERED, that the said Executor give
ANTED by the subscriber a lad about
notice to all. persons interested, by causing
fifteen years of age, of steadv habits,
a copy of this order to be published three V W
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga as an apprentice to the Joiner’s business—•
Such
a
lad
will fneet with good encourage
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to beheld at Ken ment on application to
CHARLES WOLCOT.
nebunk, in said County, On the first Tues
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1827.
day of March next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the. same should not he allowed.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Copy—Attest,
Ji QUANTITY of first rate Vermont
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
zza. CHEESE, for sale by
Feb.
10.
A paper has been commenced in N. York,
LORD & KINGSBURY.
entitled The Correspondent—being an
F eb. 2.
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Kennebunk,
open attack upon the Bible, the authenticity
within and for the County of York, on the
of which is denied, thd Christian system
sixth day of February, in the year of our
blasphemed,.and Deism defended!
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
A lot of ground in Water street, N. York "BOHN McDONALD, administrator of
21 feet front by 57 in depth, was recently sold W the estate of John McDonald late of
for §1-3,00U.
Limerick, in said County, deceased ; having
presented his first account of administration
It is mentioned in the Philadelphia Senti of the estate of said deceased for allowance.
nel that the Jackson party intend to bring De
ORDERED, That the said Administrator
Wit Clinton into the field as their candidate give notice to all persons interested, by caus
KENNEBUNK LANDING,
for the Vice Presidency.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
ONTINUES at his old stand to buy good.
weeks successively in the Eastern Argus,
OAK TIMBER, and PLANK three
SCHOOL LAW.
printed at Portland, and Kennebunk Ga inches thick.
Some debate occurred in the House of Rep zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
ALSO—JgAnTED ABOUT
resentatives, yesterday, upon an amendment appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
to an act concerning Schools, providing that nebunk, in said County, on the first Tuesday IOOO
of
BOARDS,
School Agents shall be chosen by the Dis of March next, at ten of the clock in the
inch thick, of good width & length.tricts and not by the towns. The amend forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
ment was advocated by Messi’s. Barnard of why the same should not be allowed.
A few thousand feet of Clear, and Refute
Aina, and McCobb, of Phipsburg, and oppos
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Clear BOARDS, for all which a generous
ed by Messrs. Goodenow of Alfred and Holt
Attest—GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
price will be given
of Norway. Some other members spoke on
Feb. 10.
Feb. 3.
the question whose remarks we did not hear.
The amendment was finally rejected.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
?
' Argus.
Within and for the County of York, on the
sixth day oj February, in the year of our
ANTED to hire two good Millmen,
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
who are well acquainted with Sawing,
^ARAH STILLINGS, Administratrix of
and are of steady and correct habits—Two
kc? of the estate of Peter Stillings late
of Berwick, in said county, deceased ; having men of the above’ description may hear where
presented a petition for license to sell so much they can find employ by Calling at this office,
of the real estate of said deceased, as may be None need apply but such as are ’veil ac
necessary for the payment of his just debts, quainted with the business, and are of cor
rect habits.
with incidental charges.
Feb. 3.
ORDERED, that the said Administratrix
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published three
MARRIED—In Biddeford, Mr. Luke Me- weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
servie, to Miss Nancy Nason.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
In Buxton, 15th ult. by Isaac Merrill,.Esq. appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
Mr. Frederick Dunn, of Hollis, tq Miss Eu nebunk, in said County, on the first Tuesday
nice Warren, of the former place.
of March next, at ten of the clock in the
In Hollis, by Erastus Gould, Esq. Mr. No forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
gent for the protection in
ah Smith, to Miss Mercy Buzzed.
In Saco, by Rev. Mr. Cogswell, Mr. Wm. why the said license should notfoe granted.
surance COMPANY, of Hart
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
ford, Connecticut, continues to insure Houses,
Stone, to Miss Margaret Harmon, of ScarCopy—Attest,
Stores,
Mills, Factories, Barns, and the con
boro’.—Mr. Nathaniel Ridlon, to Miss Mer
GEO. THACHER,
tents of each, together with every other'spe
cy Smith.—Mr. Joseph Goggins, Jr. to Mrs.
Feb. 10.
cies of property at as low rates as are offered
Elizabeth Staples.—Mr. Wait Stevens, to
by any other Company in New-England,
Miss Mary Pomeroy.—Mr. David Wedg
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
wood, to Miss Deborah Pomeroy.
¿¡gainst Loss or Damage by
within and for the County of York, on the
In Boston, 28th ult. Mr. Daniel Miles to
sixth day of February, in the year of our
Miss Alice M. Gerrish, eldest ddiighter of
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
Capt. Andrew Gerrish, of Kittery, Me.
ENJAMIN DUDLEY, Administrator
Feb. 3.
of the estate of Mark Goodwin, late
of Lyman, in said county, deceased, having
presented a petition for license to sell so much
of the real estate of said deceased, as will LanUs Corn-Shelling Machine.
raise the sum of one hundred twenty-seven
dollars and eleven cents, for the payment of
E certify that we, in six hours and 15
his just debts with incidental Charges.
minutes of this day, shelled for Jona
ORDERED, that the said Administrator
than Clark, Esq. one hundred bushels, after
give notice to all persons interested, by being shelled ;—Such machines are to be sold
causing a copy of this order to be published by Deacon JOHN FROST, of Sanford, who
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk purchased the patent right for the towns of
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they Sanford and Shapleigh.—It requires one per
DIED—In Alfred, 3d inst. Martha P. may appear at a Probate Court to be held at son to turn what is called the Cylinder, and
youngest child of Mr. Samuel Tripp, aged 2 Kennebunk, in said County, on the first Tues two persons to feed it.
years and 9 months.
day of March next, at ten of the clock in
FRANCIS WILKINSON,
In this town, on Thursday last, Mrs. Olive, the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
ENOCH STANLEY,
wife of Mr. James Mitchell.
have, why the said license should not be
STEPHEN WILKINSON.
In Buxton, 27th ult. Mr. Nathaniel Milli granted.
Sanford, Jan. '^^i 1827.
ken, aged 72.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
In Kingston, Mass. Mr. Melatiah Holmes,
Copy—Atte st,
A
assortment of
(father of Hon. John Holmes) in the 81st year
GEO. THACHER, Eeg^r.
of his age.
Feb. 10.
5
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The genuine stereotype edition, in quarto, of

|

Commissioners’ Notice.
THE

Commissioners’ Notice.

WE

Subscribers, being appointed by the
the subscribers, having been ap
Y the subscriber, for which a fair price
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark,
Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of Prooate,
■ 44 Rowlett's- Tables of Interest."
will be given, 2 inch, and 2| inch Oak
Judge of Probate for the County of York, to
for the county of York, Commissioners to re* |
PLANK ; W. O. KNEES ; Floor”and Rising
WITH ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
¡receive and examine the claims ci creditors TIMBERS; W. O. BEAMS, from 18 to ¿5 ceive and examine all the claims of the Credi-1
tors to the estate of
t
,
’J’T is now about twenty-five years since the to.the estate of
feet long ; good Pine BOARDS, Cord Wood,
Æ first édition was issued, and no error has
JOHN BURZEIL,
Corn, Oats and Beans.
JAMES H. HILL,
! ever been found in the calculations.
late of Shapleigh, in said County, Yeoman,
The above articles will be received for a ’ late
!dlv of JUd
Berwick, ill
in OOJ
said< County,
V > Lili L V j Y'edman,VC**
de- I
,
The present edition has been examined no deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby short time in payment for debts, after which ceased, and the term of six months from the I
less than twelve times by different persons ! yive notice, that six months from the second Cash will be expected, particularly from 2nd inst. being allowed for that purpose, H“
and A PREMIUM OF ONE HUNDRED day of January, 1827, are allowed to said those whose Notes or Accounts are of long
hereby give notice that they will attend to |
A'ND FIFTY DOLLARS is now offered by creditors to bring in and prove their claims, standing.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
that service, at the dwelling house of the (
; the subscriber, for the detection of an error and that we shall attend that service at the
Wells, Dec. 27,1826.
Widow Olive Hill, in said Berwick, on the I
opposi^
From the Boston Patriot.
of a cent, in manner as described in the Pre  store of Elisha Bodwell, in Shapleigh* in said
first and last Wednesdays of February next,
face :—Moreover, such directions are given county, on the third Monday of February,
andon the last Saturdays of the four following
WHEN WILL LOVE CEASE ?
by a note at the end of the introduction, as March, April, May and June ensuing, from
months, from one to five- o’clock in the af
WHEN Love’s own. star shall cease to know make the Tables of nearly double their ap two until five of the clock P. M. on said days.
ternoon, on said days.
parent value, inasmuch as it is shown, that
Sale by the subscriber, a
Her station in the skies :
ELISHA BODWELL, 7 CommisNAHUM HEARD.
the exact. Bank Interest may be found not
FARM situated in Sanford,
JEREMIAH LOW,
jszowers.
And rivers from the ocean flow,
JOEL KILLINGS.
only at sight,for every day from 1 to 64, but
containing about one hundred and
And suns in sackcloth rise ;
Shapleigh, Jan. 8,1827.
Berwick, January 8thy 1827.
almost at sight from said 64 to one hundred
seventeen acres ; now occupied
And vernal showers call forth no flowers,
îi
ANDaTWENTY-FOUR DAYS, OU all the.SUmS Ot
by j onn Littlefield. Said farm will be sold a
And summer wake no mirth,
principal,
dollar
by
dollar
from
unit
or
1
to
good bargain.
And birds be mute at morning hours-—
2000, on every ten dollars, from 2000 to 3000,
WILLIAM GOOCH. 1
Then Love will cease from earth.
E the subscribers having been appoint
ENERAL and particular notice is here
on every fifty from 3000 to. 5000, and on every
Wells, Dec. 27,1826.
ed bv the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge
by given to all persons indebted to the
When music’s tone no charm shall own
five hundred from 5000 to 10J100 dollars be
ofProbate for the County of York, to receive
subscriber, that their dues must be paid by
To thrill the human breast,
sides months, &c. on the same amounts, to
and examine the claims of Creditors to the
gether with a useful cent table ; the whole the first day of March next—no further no
And roses’ bloom yield no -erfume,
estate of
computed at six per cent, &c.—It is likewise tire will be given—All accounts contracted
And doves in deserts rest.
f|HHE subscriber is under the necessity of
ARRAHAW EMMONS,
EBON TfI
And Heaven’s bright arch, that gilds the shewn bv another Note, that the amount of previous to the first day of January instant, if
informing those who are indebted to late of Lymah, in said county, deceased, repCOMMISSIONS at various rates per cent, not previously paid or settled by note will
show’r.
’ y0g doctr
him
by
note
or
account,
that
their
dues
must
j
resented
insolvent,
do
hereby
give
notice
that
Aion.
All
pe,
per
may be found at sight on all the sums of Prin then be put in a way of collection.
The sign of wrath shall prove ;
be paid. This being the second public No I six months from the second day of January
sons having demands against the -subscriber.
1
’ '
Then beauty’s spell will lose its power,
cipal included in the Interest Tables.
¿fgedcooc6
are
requested
to
present
the
same
for
imme
 tice which he has given—he conceives that j inst. are allowed to said Creditors to’bring in
The work altogether, has been got up in
And men will cease to love.
no one can entertain hard thoughts should and prove their claims, and that we shall at
complete counting-house style, with an in diate payment.
the third come Greeting.
And when the peace that virtue brings,
tend that service, at the dwelling house of | ¡¡esa^^P3
BARNABAS PALMER.
dented index to each hundred dollars, and
GEORGE HOBBS.
The vicious shall enjoy;
Nathan Hanson, in said Lyman, on the !
Jan. 17,1827.
forms a substantial and handsome book of
Berwick, Oct. 7.1826
6m.
last Saturday of January, and on the last Sat- j
And fear, that guilty bosom wrings,
reference, either as a standard or a check.
urdaysof the five following months, from two i
Shall innocence annoy ;
In numerous instances 10 and 12dollars per
«IE
A&BW®
9
to four o’clock in the afternoon.
And mercy spurn the humble prayer
copy have been paid for the old edition, when
That sues to be forgiven ;
NATHAN HANSON,
tQ be met with second hand, but the prices AND LADIES’ WEEKLY GAZETTE.
punish®6^
Then earth, men, angels, all despair—
JAMES W. ROBERTS.
of the present improved edition will be only FipHISis-a new publication, issued every
j jo be best
Lyman Jan. 4th. 1827.'
For Love will cease in Heaven,
JL
Wednesday. It has been commenced
as follows :
fan. 6, 1827.]
CORNELIA,
Full bound in calf and lettered, with
under the nruM favourable auspices, and, as
LORD
KINGSBURY,
$5 50 its title designates, is appropriated particu
; aad W®e
indented index,
i
WTFAVE just received and are now opening
jbese coach
Full bound in she'ep and lettered,
From the Weekly Messenger.
larly to the Ladies. It is devoted tn the cause JOL a large and general assortment of
5 00 of virtue, to knowledge^ and amusement. It
with indented index,
■fT OST new-yearsday, at or near Emery’s i Lthougbt. J
Half bound in marbled paper, with
PUSH BACK THE BOWL.
Mills, so called, in Shapleigh. one Ruswill furnish information on the culture of English, India, French, American
jntelbgent b
4 00 plants, flowers, &c. useful receipts ; a gener
PUSH back the bowi! its charms to-day
j Sett POCKET BOOK containing four dol- I | been create
indented index,
And the booksellers are bound to adhere al weekly summary of foreign and domestic
Will vanish, ere lo-morrow ;
and West India
Jars in ca.sh, viz. two bills on'Saco Bank two |
Its potent fumes will die away.
strictly to those prices.
dollars each—Also, one cider signed by Jo- * . some desig
news, with a rich'fund of choice and’ selecj
To be had of Benj. Loring W Co. and An miscellaneous literature. Lt is neatly printed
And leave the wretch to sorrow.
seph Which er of Saco, on Jonathan Tucker, i I keil as bate
drew J. Allen, State-street; Richardson ¿7 on fine white paper, (expressly for binding;
Although it lights the frenzied eyes,
of said Saco, for fifty dollars, dated the fifth ! i jigflS ®ust,
which
with
their
former
stock,
comprises
a
Lord, Washington-street; and other Book quarto form—t ight pages—without advertise
With nleasure for a minute,
[ day of December last past, payable to the | I ieach indivi
very
handsome
and
general
assortment,
on
sellers in Boston ; James K Remich, Ken ments, (which are to be inserted on a cover.}
Yet when the cheating noison dies,
subscriber, and guaranteed or backed by said i jwise, he «di
nebunk; and of the Agent, Joseph M’Luw- The price is only Two Dollars per annum, the most reasonable terms.
An age of woe is in it.
Tucker—And a due bill signed by, Jeremiah
Kennebunk,
Jan.
5,
1827.
ell, Bookseller, No. 25, Market-street Phila payable by those in the city, half yearly, and
Emery, Esq. of said Shapleigh, dated the I mercifal
Push back the bowl! the ruby win«?
delphia, who will promptly attend to all or /by alUothersyearly, in advance.
thirteenth day of October, 1826, or last past, | ■And if he b
Is but a treacherous snare ;
ders, &c.
for nine dollars—The order and due bill pay ! those means
Among a numerous list of contributors areFor serpents round the goblet twine,
JOHN ROWLETT.
able to the subscriber.
the names ofEe-eck Osborn, the Boston Bard>
And leave their poison there.
Philadelphia, Yith mo. ‘21st, 1826.
Any person that will produce said Pocket!
&c. and in' order to render tne work truly
Abfi*ze of rapt urons joy may seem
Book and its contents, shall be satisfactorily | | teed by t
Beware of a spurious Abridgement of less valuable, the Editor will distribute premi
To issue from the cun :
HIS
inveterate
disease
which
has
so
long
rewarded by 1the subscriber—And the said! I jomniscienct
than one half, in form of an Octavo Receipt ums for original articles, amounting to One
You bask a moment in the stream,
baffled the art of the most experienced Tucker and E
Emery are hereby notified th^t !*| |fie omnipo
Book ; for although it is advertised in my Hundred Dollars.
Then drink destruction up.
... ....................
The
I shall hold them responsible to me
notwitlT- I. |
Physicians, has at length found a sovereign
name, it is not mine, and several copies of it,
All communications must be addressed to
standing they may have an opportunity of f I hhich we a
furnished to orders for mine, have been re Thomas C. Clark, Editor and Proprietor, Noi remedy in
Push back the bowl! its Judas kiss, '
their signatures—no person shall f
turned to the venders as COUNTERFEIF. 40, Race-Streeu Phhadclphia.
DR. LAGRANGE^S GENUINE obtaining
Soon lays its victim low ;
The price too, in comparison with my own
ever be benefitted bv said papers but myself. | ted by th
'Postmasters ano others will be entitled to
Why revel in a moment’s bliss,
Itestbeliev
SIMON HUNTRESS.
work, should be only one dollar fifiy cents, every sixth copy they may order.
To find an age of woe ?
Shapleigh, Jan. 2, 1827.
11 a large am<
even bulk for bulk ; ahd yet Tim. iTetcher
Piiiladt Iphia, Oct. 1826.
Let reason’s voice be heard supreme,
and Abijah W. Thayer, the publishers, in
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met
Take temperance for your guide,
Po tland, did intend, as appears by their Pro
with more reluctance by the Physician, and
Test, launched on dissipation’s stream,
|1 sitions or p
posals, to vend it to the public,, at the enor
none in which he is so universally unsuccess
You’re whelm’d beneath the tide.
blyprodilci
mous
price
of
five
dollars
per
copy
!
I
And
af

ful.
Peter S.
ter all, whether they have copied from my
This Ointment has stood the test of expe |O|N Saturday the 6th inst. on the road Igretum, to
VERY CHEAP !!!
leading from Wells to Kennebunk-port ! 11 false jndgr
old edition correctly or made mistakes, 1
rience and justly obtained an unparalleled ce
by the way of upper Kennebunk, lost a new
have not had time to examine, but it has evi
__
»ORSE, SLEIGH, and lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs, long red worsted
d many ca
and a Woollen
dently been got up only in the common way
U i' HARNESS—The Horse gives a healthy action to the vessels of the
For the Kewhebühk Gazette.
office here
like an Almanack, ike. without those checks
bia’ out 10 years old, and will be skin, audits original colour and smoothness. SOCK, the person who has found said arti
The sinner
and' cross-examinations which Tables of such
Numerous recommendations might be ob cles, is desired to leave them at the Gazette
-L rrbn- $ A;
. Many of the schemes of the present day a kind necessarily require.
office, and a suitable reward shall be given.
J. R.
I i strengthen
tained
of its superior efficacy, but the Pro
o.eig.i,
steel
plated
Saoes,
nearly
new
for meliorating the condition of mankind, and
SALLY
HEM
MEN
W
AY.
Jan. 23.
4w.
prietor chose that a fair trial should be
j ;eril dispo
price $15
for removing the complicated evils under
Jan. 13.
its only commentator. It has in three or four
| becom as h
New WAGGON, puce $25.
which they'’ groan, meet with enemies as well
. weeks cwed cases of fifteen and twenty years
HARNESS, ¿7.
as friends. There are a few however agamst
dies. He
-standing,
that.have
resisted
the
power
of
ev

which it is presumed no specious. objection
::::::AL O::::::
| same char:
ery
other
remedy
that
could
be
devised.
can be raised. Of such we might number
Caps.
| he left the
It not only at,Once gives immediate reliefjn
Brass day
black Salt-Rheum,
those adopted for the purpose of suppressing
OF BOSTON.
but
cures
Tinea
Capitis
(com

0
changed;
and preventing intemperance.
Although
Walnut Case, and warranted a first rate
HE subscriber continues to insure Man
TOOR sale ladies’ BEAVERS,
monly called SCALD HEAD} and all scabby
this is an evil to which so many voluntarily
t;me piece—price $30.
j
py, and he
ufactories, Machinery, Houses, Stores,1
Olf
/
Ji
Fur
and
Felt.
—
Cash
paid
1
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
subject themselves, vet it has put but few oahd other buildings, and also Merchandizs,AU or any of the above named arti cles will’
/ for HATTING and SHIPPING | | employed.
ilT^There
is
nothing
of
a
mercurial
nature
pen and avovyed advocates. Even drunkards against loss or damage by
be sold for Cash or approved credit.
|, long, heca
FURS by
contained in it, and it may be used on in
in their more sober moments seldom attempt
JOHN H. HILTON.
Et GOULD. |
dPtr«;
fants and others under any circumstances
to offer anv thing in its praise. We are grat
Kennebunk Landing, Jan. 20, 1827.
January 13.
whatever.
ified to find that many of the most populous
form it.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the follow
towns in New-England, there is an unusual on the most reasonable terms.
punishmer
ing agents.
¡excitement on the subject of the prevalence
JOHN LILLIE, Agent.
we do not
David Griffith, Portland ; Delano & Whit
of this alarming vice. We are not at all sur
Jan.20.
ney, Boston; Isaac, Hill, Concord,'N. H.
we should
prised at this, but we are rather surprised
. its object,
OR sale by the subscribers, Two new Putnam & Blake, Saco, and JAMES EL
and astonished that humanity could slumber
REMICH,
Kennebunk.
SLEIGHS, which will be sold at a low
so long, when thousands of the human fam
: effected.
***Liberal discount to country dealers.
price, and pay men*- received in Corn, Rye,
ily are continually hurried into the vortex of
j opened; a
June,
1826.
eoply.
HE subscribers have formed a connex Oats, Beans, Wood, or Cash, at the option of
destruction by this fell destroyer, intemper
IP OR SALE BY
sight. T
the purchaser.
ance. There is something noble and eleva
ion in business under the firm of
■ft
JOS. G. ESOODY.
. smitten, a
DANIEL WISE & CO.
ted in. the spirit whichjJevises plans, and dic-i
& TOWNS',
WHO WISHES TO BUI'
Kennebunk, Jan. 20, 1827.
fates means for staying the ravages of such a
i ters of c<
PATENT
relentless tyrant. ‘Let men of principle—let and will do business at the Store heretofore
• obstinate
200
Cords
of
Hard
occupied
by
Oliver
Bourne,
in
Main
Street,
the philanthropic and humane arise m their
j
to a sense
cord
wood
lengths.
nearly
opposite
tfie
Bank,
where
may
be
strength—let them nerve the arm of resolu
Jan. 13.
' mation of
tion—let them put in requisition all the wis found a general assortment of
YHE Pills which are now offered the Pub
ATTORNEY
AT
LAW,
[ lights of i
dom they possess—let them act in concert European, American, W.- India
lic, have for a long time been celebraSACO,
and drive this the’vilest of Abaddon’s infernal
[ Up in his
Wheaton's
Itch
Ointment.
ted.as a certain and effectual preventative
Goods and Groceries,
train from the face of the earth, that he may
| riencedai
and cure for the Rheiimatism. They will be
YORK COUNTY.....MAINE.
37
1-2
be confined to his native den henceforth and at the lowest prices, for Cash, Country Pro
found, also, for common use, the most safe
Saco, Dec. 12, 1826.
tf.
! be formed
duce, or approved credit.
forever.
P.
effectual and pleasant physic ever offered,
HEATON’S noted ITCH OJNT-I i .he will lo
OLIVER BOURNE.
being composed entirely of vegetable materi
MENT, which has stood the test
WILLIAM TOWNE.
his old w!
als, they do not predispose to take cold like
against all other ointment, the price of
Kennebunkl-port, Jan. 19, 1827.
who will
JOURNEYMAN at the'Boot and Shoe other physic, may be taken any time, they which has been reduced from 50 to ,37j
OLIVER BOURNEi requests all persons
give an appetite, assist digestion, and carry cents.
i God who
Making business.
HE Store at Sanford Corner, indebted to him either by Note or Account,
off all crudities from the stomach.
EBENEZER ANDREWS
! I Will 1
...ALSO...
lately occupied by Timothy to call, settle and pay immediately without
If
on
taking
cold
a
few
of
these
pills
are
KeniitfbifrfSz, uGw. 13.
Shaw. Esq. The above is a fine further notice. Those who neglect this call
taken on going to bed, they will be found to Dr. Davenport's Billions Pills\ H scripture
i militate i
stand for business, in a thriving village, and will find them with an Attorney for collec
operate kindly the next day, and carry off
For the time these Pills have been offered
6w.
worthy .the attention of persons about enga tion.
any bad effects which might, have remained
■ and to (
to the public, the sale of them has exceeded! | punishmi
4
ging in trade—For particulars please apply
of such cold if they had not been taken.
to JOHN FROST, Kennebunk, or to
Families will find by a free use of these the most sanguine expectations of the pro
with mu<
GEORGE WHEELWRIGHT,
pills, that one half, at least, of the usual serv prietor, which may be fairly7 considered an!
have but
acknowledgement of their many virtues.
Guardian to Hawaii' C. Morrill.
ices
of
the
Physicians
may
be
dispensed
with,
INTER Strained Sperm Oil of the
They are very justly esteemed for their
. Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 20. 1827.
scripture
and
at
the
same
time
.get
riel
of
many
chronic
first quality, just received and for
ANTED at this office, a lad from 14 to
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